Abstract-In this work a new algorithm for encryption image is introduced. This algorithm makes it possible to cipher and decipher images by guaranteeing a maximum security. The algorithm introduced is based on stream cipher with nonlinear filtering function. The Boolean function used in this algorithm is resilient function satisfying all the cryptographic criteria necessary carrying out the best possible compromises. In order to evaluate performance, the proposed algorithm was measured through a series of tests. Experimental results illustrate that the scheme is highly key sensitive, highly resistance to the noises and shows a good resistance against brute-force, Berlekamp-Massey Attack and algebraic attack.
INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we are interested in the security of the data images, which are regarded as particular data because of their sizes and their information which is two-dimensional and redundant natures. These characteristics of the data make the classical cryptographic algorithms such as DES, RSA, and ... are inefficient for image encryption due to image inherent features, especially high volume image data. Many researchers proposed different image encryption schemes to overcome image encryption problems [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] . In this work, we present a new algorithm for encryption and decryption images by using a stream cipher algorithm with filtering the linear feedback shift registers (LFSRs). The main advantages of such systems are their extreme speed and the change of the key of encryption for each symbol of the plaintext. In term of application, it is still the type of encryption preferentially and quasi-exclusively used in the industrial world (in particular in telecommunications and governmental). It allows implementations in hardware much easier, economic (less complexity). These algorithms are thus used in a privileged way in the case of communications likely to be strongly disturbed because they have the advantage of not propagating the errors [5] . This type of encryption is much faster than block ciphers.
The Boolean function used in this scheme is resilient function satisfying all the criteria cryptographic necessary to carry out a maximum security and can resist to certain attacks [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] .
II. NON LINEAR FILTERING FUNCTION
This system was proposed by Siegenthaler [10] to increase the linear complexity of the binary sequence produced by linear feedback shift register (LFSR). A single register (LFSR) is used, length L , producing a binary sequence in maximum period. Certain stages of this register (LFSR) are combined by a nonlinear function g . Such function is called filtering function. The sequence produced by the function which will constitute the key-stream, combined with the clear text. We refer to [11] , [12] for further details. The linear complexity of the key-stream is at most 
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The realization a stream cipher system which is as resistant as possible to the known attacks requires having an important mathematical tool which makes it possible to generate robust and unforeseeable key-stream on the formal level but also in the field of the implementation.
We considered the linear feedback shift registers of length 521bits to produce a binary sequence. The feedback polynomial of LFSR is chosen to be the primitive polynomial The filtering function g that we used here is drawn from [13] . This function must be a high algebraic degree, balancedness, good correlations immunity, high non linearity and preferably to have good algebraic immunity to resist certain attacks. . This function satisfies all the cryptographic criteria necessary carrying out the best possible compromises.
V. SIMULATION AND RESULTS
Simulation was carried out using MATLAB V 7.5. The proposed crypto-data hiding methodology was tested in different images. However, we present the results for the four bringing images, illustrated figures. 2.a, 3.a, 4.a and 5.a. They were ciphered with the same key of size 521-bit.
We figure  6 are prove that, there is no loss of information, the difference is always 0.
VI. SECURITY ANALYSIS
A good encryption procedure should be robust against all kinds of cryptanalytic, brute-force (exhaustive research) and principal attacks (Berlekamp-Massey Attack, algebraic attack). In this section, the performance of the proposed image cryptosystem is analyzed in detail. We discuss the security analysis of the proposed image encryption scheme including some important ones like key sensitivity analysis, key space analysis, statistical attacks etc. to prove the proposed cryptosystem is secure against the most common attacks.
A. Key Space Analysis
For secure image encryption, the key space should be large enough to make the exhaustive research attack infeasible. Since the algorithm has a 521 bits key, the intruder needs 521 2 tests by exhaustive research. An image cipher with such as a long key space is sufficient for reliable practical use. This complexity completely excludes to use the BerlekampMassey attack.
B. Berlekamp-Massey Attack

C. Algebraic Attack
The complexity   In our cryptosystem the secret key is 521 bits and the algebraic immunity of the filtering function is equal to 6. This leads to algebraic attack with a complexity which is 45 7145 . 5 e , which is sufficiently large. It is not easy to make a linear approximation of the filtering function within the framework of algebraic attack.
D. Noise Analysis
We also tested the resistance our cryptosystem to the noise by adding to the cipher-images a noise. The noise added to ciphers-images 4.b and 5.b is a matrix containing pseudo-random values drawn from a normal distribution with mean zero and standard deviation one, generates with function "randn". In two cases examined, we can note that the deciphered images presented in figures 2.f, 3.f, 4.f and 5.f are identical to the original images (see 2.a, 3.a, 4.a and 5.a), there is no difference pixel with pixel has indeed between the deciphered images and plain-images because of reversibility of our technique of encryption. Figures 2.e, 3 .e, 4.e and 5.a are representing difference image between cipherimages and cipher-images with additive noise.
E. Sensitivity Analysis
Thus, we tested our cryptosystem to the sensibility to the keys, for example, we cipher the images 2.a, 3.a, 4.a and 5.a with the secret key 521 1  K bits and, we decipher it with different key; 521 2  K bits. The result is given by figure 7. Table 1 gives the correlation coefficient results. In table 1 8 . This means that information leakage in the encryption process is negligible and the encryption system is secure upon the entropy attack.
F. Correlation Coefficient Analysis
G. Entropy Analysis
H. Histogramm Analysis
In the experiments, the original images and its corresponding encrypted images are shown in figure 2, 3, 4 and 5, and their histograms are shown in figure 8 . It is clear that the histogram of the encrypted image is nearly uniformly distributed, and significantly different from the respective histograms of the original image. So, the encrypted image does not provide any clue to employ any statistical attack on the proposed encryption of an image procedure, which makes statistical attacks difficult.
These properties tell that the proposed image encryption scheme has high security against statistical attacks. 
VII. CONCLUSION
In this Work, a new algorithm based encryption scheme for image data was introduced; simulations were carried out for different images. The visual test indicates that the encrypted image was very different and no visual information can be deduced about the original image for all images. In addition, this method is very simple to implement, the encryption and decryption of an image.
Here the security aspects like key space, BerlekampMassey attack, algebraic attack, noise analysis, statistical attacks and sensitivity with respect to key, are discussed with examples. It is seen that the present cryptosystem is secure against the statistical attacks, brute force attack, BerlekampMassey attack, algebraic attack and to resists the additive noises. 
